A Question of Science
07/08/00

Recently 110 leading British scientists wrote an open letter to the science minister to say that bureaucracy is hindering the use of animals in medical experiments and is driving research abroad to countries with lower animal welfare standards.Quentin Cooper chairs a discussion on the regulation of animal experiments worldwide.

Quentin Cooper : Hello,on tonight's question of science we put vivisection up for inspection to ask when,if ever is it alright to harm animals in the name of science.Yes,there have undoubtedly been a whole range of scientific breakthroughs,new drugs,better foods,healthier livestock,which have been developed only with the help of animal testing.But researchers now have computer simulations at their disposal as well as data from human volunteers,and specially grown tissue cultures and organs with can be studied without hurting or killing individual creatures,and yet rather than this leading to a decline in the use of lab animals,last year a record two and a half million mice,pigs,sheep and cows were experimented on in the UK alone.
 Although animal activists continue to argue that all vivisection must cease and must cease now,some British scientists recently demanded that it should be made quicker and easier to get the official go-ahead for such experiments,pointing out that huge differences now exists around the globe in terms of the difficulty of getting testing approved.
 So why the demand for so many,or even any animal experiments? What are the alternatives? How should animal use be regulated and monitored? And what needs to be done about the discrepancies in testing between different countries? Well,there are a lot of issues and controversy to get through and this is so controversial in the UK that many scientists involved in experimentation just refuse to talk.So we'd best get cracking,on the line from San Paulo in Brazil is pharmacologist Gierberto Denucci,and in Nottingham is Professor Robert Coombs who represents FRAME the Fund for the Replacement of Animals in Medical Experiments.Just to get everyone's positions clear,I want to start by establishing the extent to which each of you is involved in animal testing and why.Gierberto Denucci?

Gierberto Denucci : Well I've been doing animal research for the last 15 years.I've done my Phd in pharmacology in England,and I came back to Brazil where I am a Professor in pharmacology at the University of San Paulo,and we do mainly research in animals,for inflammatory and cardio vascular disease,and I also do a clinical pharmacology unit,in terms that I also use to do research with human volunteers.
[If the humans volunteer,one wonders why the animals are not given the option to volunteer.Since they are not credited with being able to do so,they should not be volunteered in lieu of them being able to do so themselves.This is the equivalent of the Nazi's using Jews to experiment on,where no choice was given to them -LB]

Quentin Cooper : And the animals you use,apart from the humans?

Gierberto Denucci : Well we...the basic research,we use mice,rats,rabbits and dogs.

Quentin Cooper :  Okay,Professor Robert Coombs?

Robert Coombs : Well the organisation I work for FRAME doesn't actually use any animals at all.We advocate the three Rs policy,which is a combination of trying to replace the use of animals,but also we do research into trying to reduce the numbers of animals,that you need in experiments by improving experimental design and the statistical analysis of the data,and we also do research into refining the way they are used,trying to minimise the pain and suffering that they're exposed to by improving procedures,the husbandry the housing and so on.We of course,sometimes use animal data which has been previously obtained to validate new non-animal methods,to show that the information that they provide is as good as or better than the previous animal tests.

Quentin Cooper :  So just to spell things out,that three Rs you mentioned is REDUCE, REFINE, REPLACE?

Robert Coombs :  That's right.

Quentin Cooper :  Well,Robert hold that thought,because whilst you're reduce, refine, replace, other British scientists are arguing that current ways of reducing tests are so unrefined that work in the UK will be replaced with a shift to more experimentation abroad.

[That's not a reason in itself for carrying on doing it here.Animals are not the same organism as human beings,and so testing in them is only partially pertinent to human beings.The experiments done on rabbits to test Thalidomide said it was safe,it turned out not to be for human beings.Chocolate can be poisonous to dogs but not to us.Birds can suffer toxic effects from things that we don't and vice versa.Animal experimentation is dangerous for human beings.As Mae Wan Ho argues in "Attack of the Killer Tomatoes" (http://members.xoom.com/Templarser/trans.html the whole organism environment is pertinent. Thalidomide is covered in http://www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/symmetry.html.Perhaps the tragedies that befall patients from unknown side-effects are due to testing in animals,which gives false indication of safety.Transplantation of pig organs or porcine derived products can be rejected.However one user of a porcine product told me how when switching to the human derived version (insulin?) he had an immune reaction,and had to go back to the pig variety -LB]

On the line is Dr Mark Matfield,Executive Director of the Research Defence Society,which as the same implies,is an organisation committed to defending the rights of scientists to carry out research,including animal experimentation,which is necessary for the advancement of science.Dr Matfield,the latest figures on the use of lab animals are just out,what do they show?

Mark Matfield : Well the minister has just announced that in fact the number for the last recorded year which was 1999,was exactly the same as the year before.Which I think surprised a few people,because in fact we thought they would go up.What's happened recently is particularly as a result of new transgenic animal technology,we're able to do a lot more research into the genetic causes of diseases that we couldn't do before.But this is research on mice and rats,and there's been an explosion literally,of research and fascinating useful insights,into the causes of diseases.

[So if we were to go by useful alone,then vivisection would be okay.Clearly there are more concerns than whether something is useful -LB]

But this has all come from research on mice and rats.

Quentin Cooper :  So although there's been this "explosion" in research as you put it,it's not showing up in the figures yet,so do you expect to see an increase in the near future?

Mark Matfield :  I think that's likely.

Quentin Cooper : And won't there then be an outcry,as there always is an outcry when research on animals goes up?

[In a civilised age when we are finding that parrots,rats and chimps,seem to have similar capacities to ours (not that they should be judged by our standards anyway,since environmental subjectivity is an issue (see cephpod.html/octopus.html and zombie.html @xoom)) we should be aiming to credit animals much more and like previous ethnic peoples who were ill-treated,release them from the bondage.It is our speciesism (see chimp.html and singer.html @xoom) as it was previously our racism and sexism that caused suffering to people,that now causes suffering to animals -LB]

Mark Matfield :  I think people have to realise that it's going up because more medical research is being done,and if you stopped any person in the street and said "Do you support more medical research being done?".Do you think you'd find even one who said "No"?

[That is the arrogance of this point of view.The rising tide of alternative perspectives means that there is reason to suppose that a good few would say "No".It also phrases the question in a leading fashion.What if you asked "Would you support the idea of abolishing the use of animals in medical research if it in no way undermined the ability of science to progress?" do you think there would be anyone who'd say "No" to that? The vast majority of people have no wish to exploit animals or hurt them,it's just that they put their own selfish concerns first,and think animals are second rate organisms.Human beings are no more important than any other creature,and as HG Wells showed in "War of the Worlds" the smallest creatures is needed as much as the largest of the one with the smartest brain.Intelligence is no guide to superiority either. The whole reason that medical research happens is to avoid plagues and diseases.It seems that the smallest creatures always seem to outwit us anyway in terms of their evolutionary prowess,that's why we have antibiotic resistant strains,and why we are turning to gene research to help us our of a corner we're painted into.There is no justification for animal testing,all it does it show us up for the barbarians that we are.Oddly I found that Christians were vocal in suggesting that man is greater than creature,and one even chastised me for caring more for animals that I shared a relationship with,over humans who I knew were  capable of actions I disagreed with on a moral basis.
It is criminals that should be used as test beds,and even then they should have the right to volunteer.Some criminals have in the past volunteered as recompense or to pay a debit back to society.Animals have done nothing wrong,and therefore should not be ill-treated.People who support medical research see vivisection as a necessary evil.If it could be eradicated then so much the better.FRAME is going the right way about it -LB]

So if you ask people about medical research they'd instinctively say yes.When you ask them about animal experiments,they actually don't stop to think "Oh gosh it's all medical research" 

[I'm afraid that is out of touch with opinion.I'm sure BUAV and all its members and the anti fur campaigners don't see it like that,nor do the growing number of vegetarians and vegans.Even the RSPCA (see rspca.html @xoom) has voiced concerns over uses and abuses of animals,and you KNOW something is amiss when they get off their backside! I'd like to here what Lord Melchett thinks (see analy13.html@xoom) -LB]

Quentin Cooper :  It seems from what you're saying that we have a conflict between two instincts.The instinct to support medical research,and the instinct with some people to oppose any experimentation on animals.

Mark Matfield :  Because they equate animal experimentation with cruelty,and I actually think it's probably a good thing that we do have those two conflicting instincts,because at the end of the day,no one wants to harm animals unecessarily,and everyone wants to see progress in medical science to cure and prevent diseases.The trick is to try and find a way forward,to do the medical research,with the minimum of animal use,and the minimum of animal suffering.

Quentin Cooper :  Is it significant in the public's mind which animals are used in experiments.You said that explosion is in rats and mice,when you see the posters it's usually puppies and cats?

Mark Matfield :  Oh it's undoubtedly true, the public do have quite clear views about what types of animals they think it's justified to research on and for what purposes.There's been a lot of research recently on this,and the public differentiate very acutely on the type of research.Is it for childhood Leukaemia,or perhaps you know lung cancer,which some people feel is self-inflicted,or is it on cats and dogs or mice and rats,and different values are placed on all of those things by the public.

Quentin Cooper :  Isn't the government in something in something of a cleft stick here,because some of the money that brought them to power was from groups opposed to animal experimentation?

Mark Matfield :   Yes,that was the million pound donation from the political animal lobby,I think that was a lot more to do with with the desire to see a ban on fox hunting [see waugh1.html and rspca.html @xoom) than any feeling against animal experimentation.The government of course,are one of the major funders of animal experimentation,in the country,through their own government departments,government research institutes, government funding for university research.
[Don't forget the farmer supporting Nazi's - MAFF -LB]
And I think they should be taking on board that they are a major active player in this issue.They're not a neutral regulator.Our government wants to see British science still remain as a world leading science,and they've recently put a lot more money into British science,particularly into areas like the exploiting the information that's come out of the human genome sequence,which is transgenic animal research really.

[Why not take the LEAD and unilaterally dispense with animal testing and show the world that we can be world science leaders and a civilised community by treating animals with consideration,and making medicine safer by not having it tested in bodies that aren't like ours? -LB]

So they really have to be up front now,and say,"Yes this is important research,and yes" ,and I think this is the crucial thing, "yes we do regulate it,and preserve animal welfare in this country better than anyone else in the world".

[Why then are attempts to film what goes by independent bodies on hampered by security officials as if there was some noxious secret to keep? Film that has been released by undercover workers and papers discovered by those with a vested interest in discovery show that all the cards aren't on the table. The kind of retaliation suffered by Colin Blakemore was not justifiable but it was certainly understandable.This is one arena where science fails to account for emotions.I can see why Colin Blakemore was sewing up kittens eyelids,to understand brain and behaviour,but it WILL cause an emotional reaction in people,and that reaction is perfectly normal.People FEEL a kinship with creatures,and the more like them the creature is,the more they feel it.This FEELING is based on perfectly adequate grounds.We ARE more like some creatures,and this WILL make use sensitive to actions carried out on them as if they were carried out on our own offspring.It is because of this similarity (which in some cases is enough for the creature to be used as a receptacle for testing) that there are perfectly normal feelings that the injustice is TOO close for comfort.
 The similarity/difference argument means that it can look like animal activists wish to have their cake and eat it. Animals are too different to be used as testing arenas,but are sufficiently similar to have feelings that they are like us enough to give rights to. Perhaps it is this that engenders the values that Mark alluded to.Ugly bugs like cockroaches can be used but not dogs and cats because we have them as pets and they are furry.
Ecologists suggest that these values affect our choices in which animals we protect from extinction. Furry creatures and ones like us (primates) get priority.The insects and similar creatures like scorpions,or fish presumed to be unintelligent,and foodstuffs,come way down the list.It seems if we eat it,then morally it's more viable to test on it,since we think it would have died anyway.Thus cultural values affect the choice also. But as is shown in pigeon/octopus/chimp/cephpod/zombie/scandal html @xoom and www.geocities.com/Omegaman_UK/sealion.html  many creatures exhibit characteristics that show they are not as insensible as we think they are,and pigs which seem to come in for a particular kind of singling out,are perhaps smarter than a dog.So if intelligence is the parameter then pigs should be off the list of things to use as spare parts -LB]

Quentin Cooper : Dr Mark Matfield thanks. Gierberto Denucci following on from what Mark Matfield is saying we seem to have an assumption here that we have to experiment on animals,but there is a basic question "Why experiment on animals at all?" Say somebody's got er...doing research on Malaria,why not test out their drug on somebody who's got Malaria? And if it works great,and if it doesn't well,you're no worse off? [Yes the human who is eventually going to take the drug should take the risks.Even if they die of the drug,they are "cured" of the dysfunction! -LB]

Gierberto Denucci :  Well,there are two main points I suppose to use animal experiments,first would be in terms of safety,it would be interesting for you to evaluate any chemical entity,any new drug first in animals,to establish whether it can be toxic or not.
 Indeed,the failure to find some toxicity in the animal,might not reflect toxicity in humans [As happened with Thalidomide -LB],but at least to give you a clue in terms of potential damage [But why should the animal be subject to that and not the human recipient? -LB] it may cause to human beings.
The second one,the second reason for using animals would be in establishing models of disease,that you want to evaluate.For example,if you have a programme to develop new cardio vascular drugs,it would be nice to have a model for example of hypertension,and that before it gets into humans,to have an idea whether it works in animals,whether it can lower blood pressure,whether it can cause any other side effects.
[What he's saying is that animals are acting like crash test dummies in car testing.In fact some animals have actually undergone ACTUAL testing for such tests,for bullets and toxic gases and weapons as well as the space programme.The latter may account for the mutilated bodies of "aliens" at Roswell,which may in fact have been primates,or as Equinox suggested actual crash test dummies. BUAV-Animals are not ours to eat,wear or experiment on.If we arrogantly assert our superiority on trumped up ideas of intelligence and engineering feats (termites outdo us size for size in the height and air conditioning of their buildings,and ants outperform us in carrying weight,parrots can speak English in context,but we can't speak parrot),then we should have the moral conscience enough to treat animals with respect,if we do not do so,then we have no right to assert our brains superiority,because if we have one thing that animals don't seem to have it's a moral conscience -we should know better -LB

Quentin Cooper :  Isn't a lot of genuine scientific research somewhat speculative? Scientists say adding or taking away a gene to an animal just to see how it's affected,and you end up with a lot of perhaps unnecessary deaths some would say?

[This depends on how much you value life. If you have that silly notion of a "spirit" - a literal one then  death ought not to pose such a problem (oddly, those who think this way are hyper sensitive to death),since life is more than the body and is not so easily dispatched. Looked at scientifically,sometimes it's possible to gain a deep respect for life because of how clever nature is,but also it's possible to think of it almost as a collection of chemicals and negate the collection as a whole.It was reductionist science that led to the stuffed exhibits in museums.Hopefully nowadays we see life as dynamic entity and value living things not dead ones.However this can lead the perhaps more tragic scenario of zoos.No doubt some zoos are good and are helping to conserve species,(if that is valued which is another issue)with all the subjective choice of which creatures get saved.But on watching "Awakenings" and hearing Rilke's "Panther" (see http://cmgm.stanford.edu/~ahmad/rilke.html) one can only feel dismay that people with their "hearts" in the right place,lock up animals behind bars only to have them pace back and forth ad infinitum.
Behavioural psychology is shedding light on how to maintain animals minds as well as bodies in captivity.But I think back to the first Star Trek episode "The Cage".Men do not wish to be trapped in cages for study,and no doubt animals hate it just as much.
This is not to say that some animals (perhaps born in captivity) can create rewarding relationships with humans (our pets do),and even (like some Orang Utans) object to being placed back in the wild as they feel frightened of being left in a a "foreign" environment.
Objection to vivisection should not be based on simple sentimentality.The same goes for GM research.We need good rationally argued reasons as to what is wrong with it -LB]

Robert Coombs :  Well,yes I think this is a very important point,and it is very difficult as you know,the....in this particular country,and in several other countries in the world,permission to undertake animal experiments is based on a cost-benefit analysis,that is the cost to the animals in terms of their suffering and pain and so on,the numbers of animals,the extent to which the individual animals suffer and so on,and the likely benefits accruing from the research to mankind ,and quite often in the case of fundamental research,you have the dilemma that in the past and probably in the future,many very important discoveries are made from fundamental research which were not not intended to be looked at at the time that the research was done [In other words it was fortuitous -LB],but were if you like "spin offs" ,and of course it's very difficult,then to apply the cost benefit analysis,so we're not completely against the granting of permission to do experiments on the basis of fundamental research,but it is a problem,and you know,you can be putting genes into animals or whatever,and trying to asses how they function in the animal and that may give you useful information,it may give you misleading information,and you have to I think,do retrospective analysis on the kind of results that you get from the work to inform you as to the permission to do future work.

[I'm fairly certain that the cost-benefit analysis will always be biased in favour of benefit at the expense of cost,where animals are concerned.The fact is human life is valued above an animals and if the same cost-benefit structures were use on humans a different conclusion would be arrived at. In saying "Is it worth it?" the common conception  would be to say "yes" if 100 chickens died,but if 100 people's lives were on the line we'd be liable to say "no it isn't worth it".Perhaps this is because medicine is first and foremost to heal HUMANS,and it therefore looks worth it to expend "second rate" animals to save a single human life.If we looked at life per se and didn't look at what guise it came in,the cost benefit analysis would come out very different.Values play a part in cost benefit analysis -LB]

Quentin Cooper : A degree of trial and error is pretty much part of the standard scientific method.

Robert Coombs :   That's right.

Quentin Cooper : Gierberto Denucci,it's very easy to get polarised at either end of this debate,you can make a very good case for why there shouldn't be no animal testing, [A double negative means "why there should be animal testing -LB] and you can make a very good case for why you shouldn't have animal testing for everything,but that doesn't mean to say that there isn't some good animal testing and some bad testing [The same goes for GM,Lord Melchett represents the polarised view of "not doing it at all",which is why I no longer support Greenpeace,progress HAS to happen,and is inevitable anyway -LB],and perhaps we should focus on the misuse of animals and how we can cut back on that?

Gierberto Denucci :  Sometimes because society might become so polarised in terms of making it difficult to use animals for research ,that you might end up with another problem that you might be eventually find it easier to use human beings,you know what I mean? Than actually doing the research on animals before. Not long ago,a few months ago,there was a problem in the United States in...about a case of an 18 year old boy who was being treated for gene replacement,you know what I mean? For adenovirus[see http://www.newscientist.com/news/news.jsp?id=ns225024],and he got killed.I'm not saying that this was due to lack of animal research,but perhaps it would be more research from that, this problem could be avoided.

[That is such a crock of BS.As Mae Wong Ho points out (see above) the organism environment is peculiar and there's every reason to suppose that viruses act differently in different organisms,after all certain strains of virus affect us but not dogs and vice versa, some can pass between species and some not,so there's no reason to suppose extra animal research will aid the capacity of understanding adenovirus in gene splicing.It is somewhat likely that we will get false ideas of safety based on using animals.Moreover this is NOT a reason to use animals per se,it is an argument for more HUMAN testing or live culture testing,since these more closely or precisely match the environment that the adenovirus will find itself in, in practice.This possibility of failure does not create an onus to use animals,it creates an onus to be more certain we know what we are doing.Animals are not receptacles for us to exploit,and exploit more if we need greater certainty.If we need to be MORE certain then we should be using humans -LB]

Quentin Cooper :  Bob Coombs,we tend to stick to the stereotype here of the scientist as being the good, the noble,the open-minded,but A) Are there cowboys in this area who do flout the laws? And B) Are there some who when you've approached them with the thoughts of the three Rs - the reducing,the refining,the replacing,aren't necessarily as open-minded as they should be?

Robert Coombs : Well,with regard to the first question of flouting the laws,of course that is an offence in the UK,and in several other countries or many other countries in Europe,but you pose a very interesting point actually,because we FRAME,and several other people in other organisations..like minded organisations,always stress the very close link between the three Rs,animal welfare,and best scientific practice.There was a very interesting paper published several years ago,with the title "Happy animals make good science",and it's a very good title really,because if you want to do for example work on hormones in animals or nervous control or something like that,you're animals mustn't be stressed.
[What if you're studying stress and it's physical action in the body? Then there is motive to stress an animal on purpose! -LB]

So you've got to be able to handle them carefully,you should use the right strains,the right species and so on,and you've got to be able to interpret the data,and analyse the data properly having experimentally designed your work properly,your experiment properly.So there is an absolutely vital link between the three Rs,animal welfare,and good science.

Quentin Cooper :  It's almost like you're in a position between the widespread public perception,and the widespread scientific perception.The widespread public perception being that a lot of scientific use of animal experimentation is unnecessary,

[That's not a perception,it's the truth,the Euro nutcases have ruled that drugs already tested on animals are to be re-tested when already known to be safe this is unnecessary.The RSPCA thinks it will cause unnecessary suffering too,and so would any right thinking sane person.It's only the polarised camp of Nazi's who think it's worthwhile.The cost benefit analysis,here is obviously biased too far the wrong way.It's not even worth our while financially as human beings to do this -LB]

and the scientific perception being that it's always necessary.

[If the public knew how to risk asses (see reith992.html @xoom) and not be afraid of the slightest probability of failure,perhaps their would not be such an impetus for science to make sure it doesn't make a mistake.Such a heightened value is attached to human life (ie Sarah Payne - the public outcry,but if a rabbit killer is on the loose,there is no police manhunt) that if we lose even one life through science,it's image is tarnished.Compare this with the thousands who die every year from car accidents or smoking related diseases,and we can stand to be less worried about safety.Mobile phones [see cellpone.html] might be tested for radiation down to ridiculously low levels and animals might be the recipients of higher levels just to see what can be stood by a biological organism,in order to set "safe limits".I think given that TVs and other equipment emits radiation and has been doing for a good while,with nothing more than supposed headaches being reported (actually I saw a report that claimed cancer in pregnancy increased twofold due to low level radiation,and even that eclipses can affect lymphocyte production which can produce ill -effects) that it's fairly safe to assume mobile phones are unlikely to be a problem and testing at high levels is unnecessary.
It is because the public demands stringent safety standards that such tests go on.They can't have it both ways.If they wish no animal experimentation then they should learn to risk asses and get safety into perspective,and not sue professionals left right and centre for the merest failure which is probably built into that profession anyway.
When one goes fro brain surgery there should be an expectation that you might come out worse than you went in,although that might be a poor estimation of brain surgery,at least you won't feel badly done to if it goes wrong.Brain surgery is RISKY,and one should not sue the doctor because he undertook that risk on your behalf.The capacity of US citizens to sue at the drop of hat is indicative of their innumeracy,the fact that we don't sue as much is perhaps only an indication of how hard it is to hire a lawyer in the UK,we are just as innumerate,as is shown in countless government bungles (see toynbee4.html) -LB]

It's like you're trying to say,"Well sometimes it is",and to scientists,"Sometimes it isn't"?

Robert Coombs : Well, yes but obviously we would like to be a little bit more helpful.Let me give you one example with regard to genetically modified animals (see analy13.html),and one that on the face of it is an extremely laudable and interesting thing to so,and that was to generate a model for cystic fibrosis in mice.This model had a lot of potential,and indeed some interesting information was obtained from it.But these mice...mice in the wild never develop cystic fibrosis,the animals obviously suffer from some of the symptoms of the disease,but the model was dropped in favour of developing sheep with the disease,because not all of the symptoms could be studied in the mouse.

[This is the kind of thing that is absurd,it is not even scientific.If mice never suffer from CF then giving them CF will lead to a WRONG or warped model of CF,because the mouse is an incorrect environment for that condition.There is reason to suppose that a sheep model maybe more accurate but it may still be warped,and thus unsafe.The only truly pertinent model is a human-based model.This is also ethically unsound- to take perfectly healthy animals and make them diseased,especially when they would not suffer from it in the first place.We wouldn't do it in humans,so why do it in animals? Just as absurd is the patenting of oncogenic mice as if they can be owned,the process can be patented but the mice cannot.From when men bought land the idea of rampant materialism has created the absurdity of buying aspects of nature - what a farce -LB]

Not only that,but there was a hope that gene therapy could be developed using this kind of model,and yet the methodology for gene therapy,has proved extremely difficult,and wasn't worked out before the cystic fibrosis model was produced.Now we're not saying "You shouldn't have done it" or "You shouldn't do it",but "Maybe you should think more carefully before you do it,and jump into the whole animal scenario before you've tried to get the other things that you're working towards working properly before you generate these animals",and one of the worrying things about the human genome project [see world23 -mworld.html], although it's a wonderful achievement and will change biomedical science,for the good obviously,is that we're worried that you know,everybody will be rushing to put all sorts of genes into animals,without thinking very carefully about what they're doing,and whether or not they need to check things before they go into producing these new animal strains which will have very unpredictable welfare consequences for the animals concerned perhaps.

Quentin Cooper : Gierberto Denucci,how do you stop people being that impetuous when you've got large fields opening up,and you've got the animals available,people will do some experiments that perhaps 50 years on they'll think "Why did they do that?".

Gierberto Denucci : Most of the research,would come also some results in terms of serendipity.If you take for instance,some time ago there was a knock-up(?) model of (indistinct). (indistinct) is a peptide produced by rats,humans,that caused hypertension,so when they turned the  knock-up of (indistinct) they thought well "we might be able to look at the effects of (indistinct) on blood pressure.Yet what happened was the knock-out(?) animal was not viable due to bone deformation,so this particular experiment rebuked the very potential use of (indistinct) in bone formation of (indistinct),something that was unaware of it,and that we didn't expect from the pharmacological point of view.

[It's true that science works by serendipitous discovery.Only tonight Albert Hoffman's accidental discovery of the hallucogenic properties of ergot was chronicled in "Secrets of the Dead- Bewitched".Whilst looking for one thing another one is uncovered.But this is not reason in itself for breaching an ethical objection to use of animals.You can't say "We must use animals,just in case we come across something we might otherwise miss",especially when as with mice that don't suffer from CF you're inducing them to have something they wouldn't have of their own accord -LB]

So I do agree I that we need to take into consideration what (indistinct) with the model we develop,but some research,you know what I mean? Some of the main points of research comes from serendipity.

Quentin Cooper : And if you have too many...if you have too many constraints on what can be done,you may preclude that serendipity?

Gierberto Denucci : That's right yes.

[It's exactly this problem that is created by trying to target research into areas that are "useful".One does not know ahead of time what areas are likely to be useful in the future,and closing down lines of interrogation because they don't appear to be viable,shuts down the opportunity for potentially very useful discoveries.This is why science can't produce "only good results".It's Pandora's Box,and it MUST be allowed to proceed unchained,but that doesn't mean riding rough shod over moral or ethical concerns.By the same token those concerns should not automatically override science's investigation and the serendipitous process of discovery,but that serendipity cannot be used as an excuse to do immoral things or mute the voice of a concerned populace -LB]

Quentin Cooper : D'you think Gierberto that there's a relationship between how hard it is to get a license to do experiments and the approach of some scientists to the experiments themselves,you know so that if,if it's hard to get the go ahead you make every experiment count.But if it's easy,perhaps there are more experiments that are poorly constructed,or conducted "just to see what happens"?

Gierberto Denucci : I think those that perform straight,we can tell you for example from my experience in Brazil,from different type of constraint.In Brazil for instance it's quite difficult sometimes to get imported goods,so you're doing research and then you say "Oh God,now I have to get this,and it's going to be difficult",and the what you do,you try to do something else,in other words you start developing what's called "self censorship",I think this might also happen in the UK,if you have too many constraints,you know what I mean? Either...it is happening at the moment,some UK scientists they go abroad to perform experiments because it becomes either far too difficult,or far too expensive to do it in the UK.For no apparent scientific reason

[If scientists wish to be barbarians,they are welcome to exit the UK in order to carry out barbaric acts.We don't want barbarians in our civilised society.If the law forces them to go elsewhere,then the law is obviously working and doing its job.The reasons aren't scientific they are moral and ethical and philosophical,and just as viable as scientific reasons.The 110 who wrote the open letter are not scientists in my book,and I will not support ANY scientist who wishes to carry our torture,if they are forced to go elsewhere GOOD RIDDANCE.The next stage is to outlaw torture in other countries as well so they have nowhere to hide.We already have organisation for human rights violations,we need one that protects animals from abuses in the same way.Torture and experimentation is outlawed on human beings so it should too be upon animals  - LB]

Quentin Cooper :  Okay,well,Gierberto ,Bob,if we accept that there will continue to be animal experiments for the foreseeable future,how should they be monitored and controlled? In the UK 110 eminent scientists,including 5 nobel prizewinners ,recently petitioned the government to make the procedure for granting experimental licences far less long-winded.Dr Simon Festing,Director of the Association of Medical Research Charities explains what the scientists are objecting to.

Simon Festing : We support what are the tightest laws in the whole world to protect laboratory animals.Unfortunately some of the recent changes in those laws and the extra burden of new laws and policies introduced,means that some of the people involved in animal welfare,like vets working in research institutes are spending more time on paperwork now,than actually looking after the animals.This is a great concern to us.

[Whilst that's a legitimate concern,if there were NO animals in research facilities,then there would be no need for the vets to carry out ANY paperwork,and the money that would pay their wages,could go on the actual research,or on the upkeep of lab facilities or on computer modelling,any of which is preferential to torturing creatures. The answer isn't to remove bureaucracy,the answer is to remove the animals and the vets -LB]

The reason here is that it is simply taking so long to get applications processed to do any research,it may take 2 months to get a licence in this country,or even 6 months if there are delays.The system has become rather bureaucratic.It's very important to continue the high welfare standards,but I do think now we need to review the way the regulations are working, and make sure they are in the interests of good science and high animal welfare,and not just paperwork for the sake of it.

[Anything that impedes the onset of suffering has to be good.Anything that decreases animal welfare has to be bad.The above solution solves both the problem of welfare and bureaucracy -LB]

Quentin Cooper : Simon Festing,and one of that 110 signatories to the list is the distinguished Oxford University geneticist Sir Walter Bodmer(?),who's on the phone now.Sir Walter what the argument seems to be,is that tight regulation is fine as long as it doesn't become slow regulation,because that gives an immediate competitive advantage to researchers with less red tape,who can then go from ideas to approval,to experiment,to results that much faster?

Walter Bodmer : Yes I think that is basically the point.No one is asking for the regulations to be relaxed.But the way they're being applied just makes it more and more difficult,it takes more and more time to get the approval,and it's not just to have the commercial advantage, it's just to get on with the science effectively in the way one wants to,and it's completely unjustified,we believe it's a change in attitude,where there's just beginning to be a bias in favour of the anti vivisectionists,in places of officialdom is the only way I can put it.

[THE ARROGANCE OF THE MAN! The bias prior to now has been in favour of the barbarians! Now it's swinging the other way they don't like it.The government MUST reflect the will of the mass of the populace.The mass of the populace are against barbaric experiments,and the government is RIGHT to impede access to performing them.Anti vivisectionists are not all sentimental hand-wringing emotional wrecks.I doubt Richard Dawkins goes a bundle on vivisection,and I'm not against science,I'm it's biggest advocate,but my moral concerns don't fly out the window just because I support scientific investigation.The torturers have had there way against the public will for too long,it's time they were stopped -LB]

Quentin Cooper :  You've been on of these 110 signatories lobbying the government,what if your pleas aren't heeded,what happens then?
[Watch him blurt out "science will suffer the consequences" -LB]

Walter Bodmer : I think it's not a one-off thing,I think it was a very fine thing to do,to take that initiative,and I was happy to sign that letter.I think we've got to keep on the at the value that comes out of animal experiments.I think we've got to put our heads above the parapet,
[I'll be the first to start shooting if you do,what there is no justification for is animal experiments -LB]
the more scientists that do,the better,the harder it is for the anti-vivisection movement [It's not just them, idiot,it's the public! -LB] to pick off individuals,and ultimately the harder it will be for them to get their message across,which I think is simply a scientifically distorted message.I used to be in charge of the Imperial Cancer Research Fund

[Who's letters I returned stating I would not send them anything until they gave up vivisection, even though my mother has had breast cancer and my granddad died of lung cancer,and if I get cancer I STILL won't support them.What Walter misunderstands is that no one cares about the accuracy of the science,vivisection is unethical and antiquated,and digging his heels in only makes him look like the type of conservative scientist who is unable to progress and keep pace with change -LB]

and often talked to the public that gave us money,and I would talk about animal experiments and their value,and always get support for that,and I think if the case is well put,and positively put,you do get the support.

Quentin Cooper :  You talk about sticking to your values,keeping your head above the parapet,keeping talking,but isn't there a possibility that if the restrictions remain tight in some countries,including Britain,that the large research organisations will simply move to where there are less restrictions?

Walter Bodmer : I think there is a real risk of that.I think there is a real risk,and I know of one case of a very distinguished scientist,who has come to this country recently to do work on BSE and the surrounding problems,and who's been extremely frustrated at not being able to get permission to do the experiments that he wants to do,which quite possibly are quite fundamental to understanding more about BSE [see bse.html].

[That IS a dilemma. What do we do about a problem that occurs in animals that maybe foodstuffs,and we can't experiment on animals -answer - don't eat animals. I don't have the problem.There is no ethical concern carrying out experiments on plants so vegetables can be tested for safety and problems easily.Animals pose the dilemma for moral concerns.If you don't want the dilemma - don't eat animals -LB]

Quentin Cooper :  Sir Walter Bodmer thanks very much indeed for joining us. 

Walter Bodmer : Thank you.

Quentin Cooper : Gierberto Denucci,you've heard there how the regulations are in Britain,how does that compare with Brazil? How easy is it to get a licence for experiments?

Gierberto Denucci : Well in Brazil you do not require formal licence to perform animal experiments,you do require an approval of the local ethics committee,in terms of whether protocol needs to be approved,but you do not require,as a scientist,a licence to perform the experiments.

Quentin Cooper : And who's one the local ethics committee?

Gierberto Denucci : Well,the local ethics committee is made..is greatly the university,most of the research on animals in Brazil are done in a university scenario.So there will be an approval of the ethics committee for that.

Quentin Cooper : So it will be people within academia,monitoring people within academia?

Gierberto Denucci :  Exactly.

[Very sound.That's like putting a paedophile in charge of a creche! -LB]

You see animal research in Brazil is not a major issue as it is in the UK.

Quentin Cooper :  Why is that?

[Because Brazil is steeped in Catholic dogma about man being made by God and having the use of animals which is the same BS that Xtians use to subjugate creatures.If they had any respect for God at all they'd respect his creation.The bible shows that man was created vegetarian and so was every other creature (Genesis 1:28),only later did we become meat eating,so don't try and use religion as a means to subjugate creatures.We were given DOMINION,we are supposed to be guardians not enslavers and torturers.No doubt Brazilians have as much lack of respect for creatures as do Xtians (not all of them).Orthodox religion paints man as preeminent in God's eyes (if he has any) and thus creatures by default come second -LB]

Gierberto Denucci : I think it's because all the problems that we have here in this society and a bit of the cultural nature,and I mean the difference between South America  and Western Europe in terms of education,Western Europe is more educated,than Brazil or South American society,so they are more aware of that.On the other hand society in Brazil faces other crisis,for instance in terms of other economics,in terms of even human rights,so naturally people would be more concerned in terms of human rights you know what I mean? As a whole,than actually with animal rights.I think for instance in England particularly,I've worked in England for 7 years,it's far too emotional,they use of animals in England,and it doesn't really apply to a scientific rationale.

[That's how Hitler managed to gas the Jews.As I said previously,the urge to see animals as chemicals is there,and if we let that happen it's only a stones throw to viewing humans in the same light,and we KNOW that is a mistake.I agree that we are overly emotional and that it has no role within science.But people's fears and concerns are not illegitimate because they are unscientific! I'd hate to be an animal in Brazil and be overlooked because selfish humans thought their concerns came first! Our education has produced deep philosophical considerations which have questioned our taken-for-granted attitudes towards animals. Orthodox religion is waning,and with it is going antiquated ideas of man's preeminence.If we are sensitive to animals,then Brazil should realise this is because of our higher education. Sooner or later it will reach the same conclusion.It's notable that in poor countries animals suffer more,perhaps this is because of the "hierarchy of needs" [Maslow - Hilgard's Psychology p466] ,crises of food shortage will come before animal welfare because self-preservation is a high priority -LB]

For example,it doesn't cause to me..it's not clear to me,what's the difference between using a rat and using a dog,
[There's no difference,they're both entitled to live without suffering -LB]
yet,you know what I mean? From the scientific point of view,they are just animals,okay,and we are using them? However if we are going to do experiments on a dog in England it's literally impossible,you (indistinct),or have to go to a security place to perform these experiments.

[That puts paid to the idea that the public support vivisection.In fact if you're having to go into hiding,then it suggests it's because most people think it's wrong.I suspect the mass view is it's wrong until a human life is on the line,but they are just speciesist (see chimp.html and singer.html) -LB]

And there is no...I can see the society might be more dramatic,you know what I mean in terms of a dog,than a rat,but really from the scientific point of view a dog,a rabbit,a rat is just an animal,you know what I mean? You have to respect,to treat well,you know what I mean? But the experiment should make a difference because it's a more (indistinct) species than another.

[I'm sorry but I don't recognise the scientific view as "it's just an animal".The frontier sciences of non-linear systems can see that one cannot be reductionist nor judge by intellectual ability.It is only crusty old has-beens like Walter who see life as a bucket of chemicals to be manipulated as they see fit.Hopefully his kind is a dying breed.If a dog or rabbit or rat is "just an animal" from the scientific view,then so is a man,and there is no reason not to experiment on humans,but we have already seen why this is inhuman.It's a farce to form an anthro centred view and say it judges everything as being less.We can't swim to depths that seals or dolphins can ,if we used depth of diving rather than intellect then we wouldn't measure up.We are outperformed in virtually every area of performance,and inflate our thinking capacities.Perhaps the reason Brazil suffers from inhuman behaviour to people is because it has the attitude of "just an animal" towards creatures.If one respects life regardless of species,then how one treats animals sets the trend for how you treat other human beings.
Brazil thinks they are two separate arenas,but in fact they are the same one,it's no wonder human rights are violated in a country that treats animals as "just animals". Notably we suffer from less human rights violations and treat animals with a higher degree of respect.Cause and effect? I think so -LB]

Quentin Cooper :  Okay well let's peer a little into the future now.Bob Coombs you maybe hoping to reduce,refine and replace,animal experiments,but in the short term there is likely to be even more.In the last decade there's been something like an 800% increase in genetic experiments,and according to Dr Simon Festing from the Association of Medical Research Charities,the recent mapping of the human genome,is only going to lead to more.

Simon Festing : It's not widely understood,that all the human genome project does is to identify and map the genes,but it doesn't help us find out what those genes actually do,and in most cases animal experiments are going to be critical in confirming and finding out what genes actually do,and understanding the diseases that humans have and finding new cures for them.Usually this will be something like inserting a human gene for a disease into an animal so then you can study that disease in the animal.

[Why not put it into the scientist who is so gung-ho about doing the experiment,and if he's not prepared to risk himself,then we don't risk any creatures.Creatures are not a generic faceless group,they are individuals like you and I otherwise they wouldn't get names that echo their characteristics.Kevin Warwick a cyberneticist does experiments on himself albeit with silicon chips,he's prepared to put his money where his mouth is.He believes in his work so much that he's prepared to be his own testbed.Why not then should GM researchers be there own testbeds? That would be the decider for what goes ahead and what doesn't.It would soon decide what was viable and what not -LB]

Enormous benefits to be had for people with illnesses like cystic fibrosis.Whereas previously you couldn't carry out that sort of research.

Quentin Cooper :  Bob Coombs,I mean an interesting example of someone who had a change of heart in this area was Sir Paul McCartney the ex-Beatle,who was very opposed to animal testing until his wife,Linda developed breast cancer and she was treated with drugs that had been tested on animals,and after that he said that "although as an animal lover he found it very difficult he'd come to realise that some animal experimentation was absolutely necessary.

[It's funny how people's resolve alters when it's their life or their values on the line.The principled one's amongst us would not change their view regardless.I look at it this way,I'm fairly certain that Roaccutane that treated me was tested on animals,shampoos and other chemicals are routinely tested.I can't control which one's I access if I don't have the information,and it's not the products I object to but the testing.I'm personally prepared to tolerate the risk,if products undergo other forms of testing other than animal testing.
I still object to the testing even though making use of the products that have been tested.The testing is NOT necessary contrary to Sir Paul's view.Anti-cancer drugs maybe necessary but the testing of them on animals is not.I'm saddened that his resolve faded when his wife had done so much to advocate animal rights.It is very selfish to change tack midstream through personal circumstances.I see no hypocrisy in seeking to stop producers (who are forced by law) testing on animals whilst using their products.It is the law that needs changing to ban compulsory animal testing.The law will not change if I stop using toothpaste or shampoo.It will change if I harangue policy makers and support group actions -LB]

D'you think if more people stopped and thought about it more,and I mean scientists and non-scientists,we might be able to find a position that wasn't at one of these extremes.

Bob Coombs : Yes I think that's very true [Dream on Bob -LB],and as I you know,have.... always say,not all animals experiments by any means are unnecessary or unjustified.
[Replace the word "animal" by "human" and then say how justified it is -LB] 
I think that it is very important though to mention that we need a lot more research in the areas of the adverse welfare effects of using differing species,

[That's absurd,the only way to find out which one's were detrimental is to carry out the very experiments that would be ruled out by finding they were detrimental! -LB]

particularly what we call "companion species",like cats and dogs,versus the use of rodents,all animals suffer,but we don't know,how much they suffer under different circumstances.

[So in order to find out which ones we have to avoid because they suffer we have to test how much they suffer by making them suffer to see if it's too much ! What BS. Why not just abolish the whole lot and stuff all this nonsense! -LB]

For example,the use of different procedures like injecting a needle into them.We also don't know how much they suffer from confinement,just simply being kept in a laboratory.

[We don't NEED to know.Humans suffer under those conditions,it's self evident from watching a dog or a panther or a bear that they suffer from confinement,it's absurd to suggest we need studies to find out what's obvious from direct observation.Any dog owner knows that their dog loves "walkies" because they've been confined all day,or that they prefer to be outside -LB]

And I would suggest that there are differences between confining for example a rodent,and a dog or a cat,and indeed of course a primate,like a chimpanzee,or a monkey,or indeed a great ape in a laboratory.

[I think that's rubbish. Hamsters normally travel long distances in search of food in their natural habitat.Keeping them in a cage is abnormal,and ours we're nominally granted freedom on a regular basis and given an exercise ball.When they've escaped or when they've been let out,they investigate every nook and cranny,and obviously value freedom,as once let out,they climb out by themselves because they'd rather not be in a cage.There is very little difference.I doubt any animal values captivity,except for those that might gain from human interaction (which might be all creatures!).I doubt that birds value being caged,or that fish prefer a small tank.The guideline should be what we would do to another human.If it's not good enough for a human it's not good enough for an animal.Under this scenario zoos are not adequate,but game reserves might be.We certainly don't need studies to find this stuff out, I'm quite certain the data already exists -LB]

And we do need a lot more research into these areas to enable us to understand the effects that both housing,handling and conducting procedures on these animals has on them.

[No we don't we need to eradicate them from the laboratory and stop studying the ill-effects we KNOW are taking place,and grant freedom to incarcerated and frightened creatures.We should be ashamed of ourselves that we persecuted creatures and then advocate studying the persecution to determine if its a high enough standard of persecution.The whole idea of raising standards of lab animals is a farce,they shouldn't be there in the first place! -LB]

Quentin Cooper : Gierberto Denucci,we've got scientists in Britain saying there are problems because of the number of restrictions on how they do animal experiments.In Brazil where you've got far fewer restrictions would you like to see some more in the future,or d'you think it's perfectly good to be self-regulating?

Gierberto Denucci : I would say that the British have some very nice standards in terms of animal care,and I think those standards are very important to be followed throughout the world.However I do think...I do believe [You were right the first time -LB] that there is over regulation in England,in terms of the procedures that you need to obtain a licence.I think the review board,you know it would be an improvement on the ethics committee,and considered a good standard of the British research,biomedical research,I think that should suffice ,you know what I mean? To control the use of animal experiments in Britain,and to be done ethically.

Quentin Cooper : I'm afraid that will have to suff-eece,or suffice for tonight,I said there was lots to get through,but funnily enough I didn't ever expect we'd get to any nice simple please- everybody answers.
My thanks to Gierberto Denucci in Brazil,Professor Bob Coombs from the Fund for the Replacement of Animals in Medical Experiments in Nottingham [Do they only wish to stop vivisection in Nottingham? -LB],Oxford geneticist Sir Walter Bodner,and Mark Matfield from RDS,and thanks to you for listening to "A Question of Science".

